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Testimonials 

"[Coach] Mike is an 
excellent trainer, 
motivator, and with the 
right song he will break 
into a boy band 
dance...makes you forget 
your abs hurt and your 
eyeballs are sweating. 
When I started working 
with Mike I couldn't even 
do a push up(so sad) and 
today during workout we 
did over 50!"  
-Sharon Griswold 

  

Jump Start Your Free Time 
At Jump Start we understand how busy our families are! We know how hard it can be for parents to fit a little free time into a jam-packed 

schedule of driving carpool and juggling after-school activities.  Did you know Jump Start has many programs that allow you to drop the kids 

off for a little bit of fun, while giving you that much needed time to run errands, make appointments, or even just relax? 
 

Stay and Play 

Stay and Play is a perfect way for your little one to get that coveted extra time in the gym.  Parents are welcome to stay and let your child show 

you all the skills they have learned in class, or drop kids off (child must be potty trained) to play or perfect skills while you run an errand or get 

your holiday shopping started early.  Stay and Play is $5/child if parents choose to stay, or $10/child to drop off (additional $5/child for non-

members). 

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday : 12:15 -1:15 
 

On The Run Morning Fun 

Our newest preschool program, On the Run Morning Fun, is designed to give your children the chance to JUMP START their education while 

being physically active.  This program also allows you the option of attending regularly, or dropping in for just one class.  

 On the Run Morning Fun incorporates both gymnastics , mighty mites, and early learning.  We will explore the alphabet, numbers colors, and 

shapes within larger thematic contexts.  Kids will also benefit from a full hour of physical activity, fine motor skill and cognitive development 

within a nurturing social setting. Come once, twice, or three times a week for new activities every class!  

$40/per class...sign up for 4 or more classes in the same month to receive a discount! 

Monday 9:00-11:30 

Thursday 9:00-11:30 

Fridays 12:00-2:30 (please bring a lunch) 

Parent’s Night Out (PNO) 

Now that you’ve gotten all of your errands out of the way, you deserve a night out! Bring the kids to PNO for an evening of gymnastics, games, 

pizza (and veggies!), and a movie.  This will give you the chance to have a girls night, a date night, or  even just a night of relaxation! PNO is 

$25 for the first child, $15 for the second, and a max of $50/family (non-members add $5/child).  Kids 3 and up (must be potty trained) are 

welcome to come and join in the fun! 

Saturdays 5:30-9:30 

October 11th, October 25th, November 1st, November 15th, December 13th 
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Coach Todd’s Baby Talk 
Good Morning JUUUMMP STARRRRT!!! I’ve always been a big fan of Robin Williams, but lately I just can’t get enough of his movies! I started 

thinking about his characters, Mork from Ork, The Absent-Minded Professor (Flubber), Mrs. Doubtfire, Alan Parrish (Jumanji), The Genie 

(Aladin), and my favorite…Peter Banning/Pan in Hook!  (Not that I don’t love his serious roles as well!)  Quick recap of Hook: Peter Pan has 

grown up and left Neverland. Hook captures Peter’s kids, and Peter must go on an 

adventure to save them. Just one problem, he has forgotten how to play! 

Without ruining the movie, I want to focus on the word PLAY.  More specifically, 
how this word ties into what we do with our kids.  In a scene in Hook, the Lost Boys 
have dinner and the food is pretend.  Peter can’t eat, because he has forgotten how 
to use his imagination. When he finally remembers, a glorious food fight breaks out, 
complete with laughter and smiles.  As parents, we can’t forget how to play.  Coo 
and make faces with your newborn. Try out the free Moving Monkeys class at Jump 
Start (3 months – crawling) or any of the other parent assisted class. (Shameless 
plug, I know!) Blow bubbles at home, discover new things together, touch, taste, 
hear, see, smell, sing songs, roll around. There are countless little things that will 
mean the world to your child. And isn’t that really what it’s all about? Playing with 
your kid will build a strong relation. We build bonds through experiences, so have 
great experiences with your kids! 

 

Coach Mike’s Mighty Minute 
  
It's funny how the times have changed. I remember a time when I was a little boy when horsing around with dad was the norm. I remember 
hanging out in the cul-de-sac playing kick the can or playing some kick ball. We 
cannot let our kids hang out until dusk anymore for the sake of safety, and schools 
are cutting back on recess and P.E. times. Our schedules are so filled up with things 
to do that we don't have time to play with our kids or enjoy any extra activities as a 
family. The days of just playing around are gone...or are they? 
  
Whatever our excuse may be for our decreased activity with our kids is simply not 
good enough. We as parents dictate our time and we need to take back our time. 
The time put in to playing simple games is not extensive. The quality, the just being 
there is far more impactful than the actual time put in. The activity itself doesn't 
have to be some glamorous event. In our Mighty Mites programs here at the gym, 
we keep it very simple. The fundamentals of any sport are great activities. We teach 
tennis with balloons and little plastic rackets. By using a short pool noodle, a balloon 
and then progressing to a soft ball, we teach kids how to hit a baseball. "Smash the 
bugs on the floor" is what we tell the kids when we are starting to teach them how to 
dribble a ball with their hands. Keep it simple, keep it fun, and just PLAY! 

   

 We have to give the best opportunity to allow our children to socialize in an active environment. Jump Start is happy to be a place where fami-
lies can bring their children to noncompetitive sports programs, where learning the fundamentals of sports is the best way to get our kids mov-
ing and active with smiles. We love to hear that your kids go home talking about our programs, and when parents come back to tell us how 
what we do in the gym finds its way in the home. It is always our goal to bring families together in ways that create a positive and active com-
munity. Come to JSG, and experience the power of play. Take some new ideas home to implement with your family! 

The Power of Play:  

Coach Todd & Coach Mike discuss how important play is to your children and to the entire family unit: 

Coach Todd & his kids using their imaginations! 
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Preschool Place with Coach Kasey 

If you have a child in our Flipping Frogs or Kipping Koalas class, you may notice that they spend about 10 minutes a week in the vault area. It’s 

on the recreational side of the gym, it’s a strange looking piece of equipment…so why are we introducing it in our preschool program?! The 

answer is in the run! With many P.E. programs no longer teaching running, skipping, hopping, and galloping, these key motor skills can be 

taught and mastered through vault. 

Even our Leaping Lemurs and Tumbling Tigers get prepped for vault far before they reach the event itself. With activities like hopscotch in 

our obstacles and commands like hopping and skipping in our warm-up songs, we introduce the supplemental skills needed for running in 

these classes. In Australia, the New South Wales (NSW) Healthy Kids Campaign is defining running as, “a rapid movement that involves trans-

ferring weight from one foot to the other with a brief loss of contact with the ground by both feet.”  We introduce this weight transfer 

through marching steps with our youngest kids and then progress to running and skipping. The campaign also goes on to identify jumping, 

running, galloping, hopping, leaping, and side sliding (side gallop/chasse) as “fundamental movement skills,” (http://

www.healthykids.nsw.gov.au/downloads/file/campaignsprograms/MMFundamentalMovementSkills.pdf).  We make sure that all of our pre-

school and Just You and Me Kid classes incorporate some form of these skills. 

In addition to the run, we spend time with our preschoolers to develop their hurdle. The hurdle is the motion that propels the gymnast from 

the last step of the run to their jump on the springboard. We have a fun way of teaching this crucial portion of the vault. Each gymnast stands 

with a hula-hoop in front of them. They are asked to stand on one foot and stir the pot of “hot chocolate” in front of them. When the hot 

chocolate is ready, they jump from one foot and land on two feet inside the hoop to test the temperature. The hot chocolate is very hot so 

they must jump out very quickly– usually to a dot in front of the hula hoop. This is actually a great and safe activity that you can practice with 

your children at home! 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

Want to get a closer look at what your kids are practicing on vault? Sign up for our Fall Showcase on November 22nd-23rd! Your child will 

get to show off all of their hard work so far this year at gymnastics while you get a close-up view! Don’t miss it!! 

Buzz Back to Summer 

Summer may be over, but we aren’t ready to let it go quite yet.  Buzz Back To Summer with us this year at our Fall Show-

case, November 22nd-23rd. Come see the skills your child has been working on so far this year! Tumbling Tigers, Flip-

ping Frogs, Kipping Koalas, Hot Shots I & II, Shooting Stars, Kindergarten - 6th Grade,  Gym Stars, and Boys gymnastics 

classes are invited to participate.  Register online via the parent portal for your child’s age group/class.   

Children in our school-aged classes (K-6th, Shooting Stars, Hot Shots II, Gym Stars, Boys gym) will get to showcase rou-

tines on each event in a meet-style setting without the pressure of competition.  Registration is $50 per child, with a $50 

fee for the performance leotard ($40 for boys compression shirt).   

Registration for the preschool showcase (Tigers, Frogs, Koalas, Hot Shots I) is $35 per child, with the option to purchase 

the leotard or compression shirt mentioned above. 

All participants in both the school-aged and preschool sessions will receive an award and a special gift, as well as two free admissions tickets 

to the showcase.   

Raffle tickets will also be available for a chance to win a leotard from our pro shop, a free day of camp, or a month of free classes! Register by 

November 1st to participate in this year’s Buzz Back to Summer Fall Showcase. See the front desk or visit our website for more information.   
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The Recreation Station with Coach Stephanie 
Gymnastics linked with improvements in self-confidence and self-esteem 

It’s a normal desire to have children get involved in sports for the health and physical benefits, but one other benefit of gymnastics participation 

is becoming more evident.  Children involved in gymnastics are seeing increases in confidence and self-esteem. 

Involving children in group activities and a sport such as gymnastics requires a certain amount of focus and self-discipline. When a child begins to 

focus in order to take the steps to improve on the skills they are learning, it will boost their self-esteem and confidence as they work through their 

mistakes and obstacles to make and realize their improvements. Realizing that this focus and dedication offers a reward (confidence), the child 

will then transfer this learned focus to other areas of life such as school. 

During gymnastics classes a child will often be asked to demonstrate skills in front of others.  At times there will be a larger performances such as 

end of the season showcases. These performances are on a bigger scale where the children perform in 

front a large audience including family members and peers. 

Being asked to perform in front of others will also build a child’s self-confidence.  As the children perform 

in front of others and realize their ability to succeed, they will take their new found confidence into other 

areas of life. These children will be more apt to volunteer, to lead a group project, or feel confident about 

their oral reports due at school. 

Jump Start believes in improving children’s confidence and self-esteem. All children are encouraged to 

experience and try performing in front of others; not only in class, but also on a larger scale in front of 

family and peers.  Jump Start will be hosting its annual Fall Show Case the weekend of November 22nd-

23rd.  

We hope to see all of our children proudly perform their achievements gained during classes these past 

few months! 

 

Want to read more about what gymnastics can do for your children?  

Check out the article: Why Gymnastics at https://usagym.org/pages/home/publications/technique/1999/3/whygymnastics.pdf 

 
Tumbling Tip 

Shapes, shapes, and MORE shapes! Now, I am not talking about all of the different shapes and angles involved in 
geometry, but I am going to talk about the shaping of your body to form an arch and hollow. The hollow shape is one 
of the main positions, other than handstands, that's used in all base tumbling skills such as round-offs and back 
handsprings. Hollow is a strength shape- a candlestick is a basic position to understand what a hollow should feel and 
look like. Your hips are flat, bottom is squeezed, and back is rounded (hollow). The arch shape is a key flexibility 
position, but can also be used as a strength position when involved in handsprings. The arch shape and hollow shape 
combine to form a well-executed back handspring and must be understood to consistently do this skill. Bridges and 
“superwoman” holds are a great way of understanding and strengthening your arch shape.  

Tumble Time 

Last month we focused on progressions in our tumbling classes. This month we will focus on goals and what the athletes would like to gain out 

of their class this year. It can be as simple as staying fit, or they may want to attain a particular skill for gymnastics, cheerleading, or dance. If 

you feel that your daughter can be challenged more or wants to advance to a higher level class, contact the tumbling coordinator to ask about 

a class evaluation and see what best fits your athletes workouts. As always, the Jump Start tumbling staff focuses on teaching skills with the 

correct form and correct shapes. You can check out our tumbling tip for this month to understand more about the concept of shapes and how 

vital they are to successful tumbling. 



Coach Jarrett 

My name is Jarrett Smith (Coach Jarrett).  I hail all the way from Middle Georgia from a 

small town of about 10,000 people called Eastman. I was born and raised there for 21 years.  

I played basketball and baseball for 14 of those years. I ended my career on the team that 

was the AA state runner up in basketball, and by winning a regional championship in base-

ball for the first time in 22 years for my high school. I also won a state championship for rec-

reation baseball as well.  I graduated with my Associates Degree from Middle Georgia State 

College in Cochran, Georgia, and then moved to Atlanta to finish my Bachelor’s Degree at 

Georgia State University in Physical Education. I now teach at Woodland Elementary and 

Love T. Nolan Elementary as an itinerant P.E. teacher. This is my second year of teaching and 

it has been a blast so far. I am also a baseball coach at Riverwood High School where I am 

the head JV coach and varsity assistant. This is my 3rd year overall coaching there. In my free 

time I enjoy working out, fishing, travelling, and collecting shoes (50+pairs). I am also a big UGA fan. I also know a lot of the former play-

ers which is cool. GO DAWGS!!!! I enjoy working at Jump Start Gym because it is a fun environment. I like the way all the coaches share a 

passion for having fun with the kids. Last but not least I love my family and I don’t know where I would be without them. I am a big family 

guy and couldn’t ask for a better family than the one I have.  I started at JSG last summer, and I loved it so much that I decided to stick 

around for the school year! I hope to get to know all of you better and continue to have a blast here at Jump Start Gym! 
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Coach Shayla 
 Hello, I’m Shayla! I was born and raised in a small city in South Georgia known, or unknown, as Americus. 
I am currently in my senior year at Georgia State University dual-majoring in Business/Health Administra-
tion.  

My dad has been a recreational director for 20 + years so I grew up in an athletic household. Some of my 
athletic involvements growing up include tennis, swimming, softball, dance, and cheer. Out of all the 
sports I have grown to love through the years, my top two would have to be swimming and cheer.  My 
mother taught my sister and I how to swim at an early age. Having a pool in our backyard provided us 
with the opportunity to improve our skills. In 2008 I became a member of the Blue Tide swim team in 
Americus, Ga.  I loved being a part of a team, but most of all, I loved being in the water.  Furthermore 
cheerleading was also one of my favorite past times. Aside from academics, some of my greatest memo-
ries throughout middle and high school were primarily centered on competitive cheerleading. I was a 
cheerleader from elementary school to my senior year in high school. It was an activity that I truly en-
joyed. 

 

It is truly rewarding to be a part of the Jump Start Gym Staff. I have never met a more devoted, en-
couraging, and genuinely kindhearted group of people.  My top priority at JSG as a front desk opera-
tive is to make things easier for JSG parents. I enjoy being able to make any enrollment or registra-
tion related task as easy and stress free for each parent as possible.  Being apart of the front desk 
staff is one of many things I enjoy about working at JSG; however, my most enjoyable moments are 
created by being able to say that I have been an active part in living up to our mission at JSG: 
“Helping families provide their children with strong emotional, social and physical foundations for 
them to jump start their futures.” 

 

 

Meet the Coaches  
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TEAM CORNER 
See what’s going on this month with our Jump Start Competitive Teams! 

Routine of the Month:  

Ma Yanhong/China/ 1981 World 
Championsips/Uneven Bars 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApBbhPFOEdg 
I can’t seem to stay away from the Uneven Bars!!!  

We are going to travel back in time on the Uneven 
Bars, to an age of Bars that is literally non-existent. I 
am sure most of you watched bits and pieces of the 
2012 London Games where young girls would fly from 
bar to bar, performing amazing release skills, some 
even in combination. However, could you imagine this 
same gymnastics with bars literally 2 feet apart!?  

Yes, at one point, the Uneven Bars were MUCH closer 
together. In fact they were so close, that gymnasts 
would perform skills where their hips were used as a 
slingshot into connecting skills…talk about no pain, no 
gain! Many people think that today’s Uneven Bars is 
truly astounding. In my opinion, THIS is jaw-dropping 
and I personally spend hours watching more and more 
of it! 

This month, we are looking at Uneven Bar Olympic 
and World Champion, Ma Yanhong of China. With an 
incredible bodyline and exquisite form, Yanhong 
performs intricate release skills from the low-bar to 
the high-bar, finishing the routine with an original 
skill all her own, called the “Ma”. She performs the 
skill at 0:31, involving her body completing a back hip 
circle to an inward back flip, with a 360 degree 
rotation in the tucked position. The skill, quite 
obviously, is awarded “E” value credit. I personally 
believe it should be worth an “F”. =) 

Gym Talk 

Valdez – This is a very rudimentary skill in gymnastics and a very “old-
school” version of the back walkover. The skill involves the gymnast sitting 
on the floor with one leg bent and one leg straight. With the one arm on 
the floor and the other straight, the gymnast kicks over to perform a back-
walkover from a sitting position.  

Team Updates 
Hot Shots- With this group, you can never EVER reinforce the shapes of 
gymnastics enough! Every day, before we even start our class, they begin with 
going over the 3 fundamental shapes that nearly EVERY skill in this sport passes 
through: Straight, Arch, and Hollow. Retention is key at this age…if they can 
truly understand these shapes now; they will have much easier success down 
the road. 

Bronze- Our entry-level team members have recently undergone a new 
conditioning regiment that is very specific to their strengths and abilities. It is 
really important that they understand what it means to work hard because that 
will benefit them so much as they progress. This group is quite talented and it 
will be interesting to see what they continue to learn! 

Silvers- The skill push now that the summer is over is heavy for this group. With 
many of them attempting to get their kips, two back handsprings, front 
handsprings, tap swings and squat-on jump to the high bar clean, these are the 
very skills we would like for them to have consistent coming into the following 
year. Keep up the hard-work kiddos! 

Level 4/5- As this group starts to hit the final stages of preparing for those score
-out meets in the Fall, they will be going for completion of sets in a row to 
make sure that routines are consistent and clean.  The work they put in from 
here forward will need to be smart, concise, and efficient. With a little under a 
month left, focus and attendance is key.  

Level 6/7- Competition season will be here before you know it! With that being 
said, the girls are pushing out more numbers on the events and even starting to 
work on connections leading up to half/full routines. Because they are working 
rather advanced skills, it is really important that they do them continuously and 
in combination up to the competitive season…stamina and consistency are key 
at their level. Keep working hard girls.  

AAU Excel: The girls have received their goal books for the season along with 
their pre-competition goals for each event. These binders will need to be 
present at every practice, and they can leave them in their assigned cubbies. If 
they do have to bring the binders home, they need to remember to bring them 
back the next practice. Routines will be taught throughout the month of 
October.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApBbhPFOEdg
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Scoring: How It Works: A Year in Review 

Last month we covered ALL of the essentials for scoring a routine under the new scoring system. Let us take another look at the letter 
values given for skills that make up the routine. 

For gymnasts like Nastia Liukin and Gabby Douglas, they use the F.I.G. Code of Points, which contains every skill requirement, skill type, 
deductions for ill-completion of certain skills, bonus points for connected skills, and a plethora of other judging curricula. For our girls at 
Jump Start, they use the J.O. Code of Points (Junior Olympic Code of Points). It contains essentially the exact same contents as the FIG 
C.o.D., but a step down in what it requires of its athletes. Let us take a look at how the judges award a skill’s value on both the F.I.G. and 
J.O. levels. 

The Alphabet of Gymnastics 

Once a gymnast graduates out of the Compulsory Levels of gymnastics, they then move onto the Optional track (J.O. = Level 6 to 10, 
F.I.G. = Elite’s to Olympians). From this point on, every skill done in their routines is awarded point values based on its difficulty to 
perform, popularity, and riskiness. All skills are scaled on a totem pole from an “A” value skill to generally an “E” value skill, “A” being 
the easiest and “E” being the hardest. With that denotation, “A” skills are worth 0.1 of a full point, where as “E” skills are 0.5 of a full 
point. There are some skills that are worth “F’s” and even fewer that are “G’s”, however they are rarely performed and are typically 
found more in Men’s Gymnastics. From this, we can gather that the harder and more demanding the skill, the higher the letter value. 

Breaking Down the Value of Certain Skills: 

Let us take a simple skill that is commonly performed on the floor exercise: 

Nastia Liukin is performing a routine at Jump Start, and does a forward flip with her body in tucked position (denoted as a Front Tuck). 
In the J.O. CoD, this skill would be worth an “A”, or 0.1 of a point. Nastia then performs the same flip in a completely stretched position 
where there is no bending of the body. Denoted as a Front Layout, this skill would be worth a “B”, because it is much more difficult to 
perform.  

Nastia Liukin is now performing at the Olympic Games and performs the exact same Front Layout on the floor. However, she is now only 
granted an “A” instead of a “B”. This is because at the elite level of the Olympic Games, the Judges use the F.I.G. CoD, and a Front 
Layout is seen as a basic or fundamental skill, rather than something that should be awarded for increased difficulty.  

Skill of the Month 

This month, we are going to take a look at one of the most dynamic release moves performed, the Jaegar Salto.  

Invented by Bernd Jaegar, a famous German male gymnast in the late 20th century, the Jaegar has stood the test of time as one of the 
most popular releases learned and performed by the gymnastics community today. Performed 
largely by both men and women, the skill allows for extreme versatility and connection values 
(C.V.’s) for those performing them.  

The skill was first performed in the straddle position, meaning the legs are separated adjacent 
from the body middle-sideward. From what is called, undergrip (where the hands are upside 
down), the gymnast swings in the reverse motion of the giant to do a forward flip in the strad-
dle position, re-grasping the bar in over-grip (which is the most common form).  Since the skills 
creation, it has been done from an array of different grip-changes and positions of the body, 
including the pike and lay-out. Some have even been known to twist while performing the skill! 

 

Attention Readers! We are retiring the JSG Newsletter, and are moving to a JSG Journal BLOG!  

Check it out at: http://jumpstartgymatlantablog.wordpress.com/ 

There you can view archived newsletter articles, video postings, and much more! Beginning in November, 

every month you will find brand new articles from all of your favorite Jump Start authors! 
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Questions? Comments? Concerns? We want to hear from you!  

Please send any feedback on your experiences at Jump Start  

to the front desk or the appropriate department lead:  

Special Events/Birthday Parties:  

specialevents@jumpstartgym.com  

Camp/Mighty Mites: camp@jumpstartgym.com  

Gymnastics: gymnastics@jumpstartgym.com  

Tumbling: tumbling@jumpstartgym.com  

Five and under: preschool@jumpstartgym.com  

Team: JSGteam@jumpstartgym.com  

Front Desk: info@jumpstartgym.com  

Jobs: jobs@jumpstartgym.com 

Important Dates 

Monday classes in October 
Sept 29, Oct 6, Oct 13, Oct 20 
 
Tuesday classes in October 
Sept 23, Sept 30, Oct 7, Oct 14 
 
Wednesday classes in October 
Sept 24, Oct 1, Oct 8, Oct 15 
 
 

Thursday classes in October 
Sept 25, Oct 2, Oct 9, Oct 16 
 
Friday classes in October 
Sept 26, Oct 3, Oct 10, Oct 17 
 
Saturday classes in October 
Sept 27, Oct 4, Oct 11, Oct 18 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

*Drop requests must be submitted in writing to the front 

desk. The last drop date in September is Monday, Oct 13th* 


